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FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

ARCHITECTURE

Books


Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


**Reports**


**Artefact/Object/Craftwork**


**Exhibitiona/Curatorial Exercises**


**Theses**

PhD


MArch
Kominami T, ‘The kind of problem a city will always be: a study on the epistemological state of urbanism and the kind of problem a city is’. 2013.


MSc


MIntArch


Pye T A, ‘How can Mixed Reality be utilised to encourage public interactions and awareness of the judicial decision making process when embedded within the environmental courts of Aotearoa?’ 2013.


MLandArch


Shearer D B, ‘Water as a Social Generator: Activating social and water security in residential Kilbirnie: How can underutilised space in a residential area be transformed to provide social and water security in an everyday and resilience context’. 2013.


DESIGN

Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Unpublished Conference Papers


### Designs


### Artefact/Object/Craftwork


### Exhibitions/Curatorial Exercises


FACULTY OF COMMERCE AND ADMINISTRATION

ACCOUNTING AND COMMERCIAL LAW

Books

Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Baskerville R F, ‘Webs of influence and highways of re-colonization: the case of professional bodies’,  


Bates K, Bradshaw J H, ‘Costing systems and the spare capacity conundrum: Does time-driven activity-based costing offer the solution’,  


Bui T B, ‘Drivers of tight carbon control’,  


Bui T B, Syd Y, ‘How managers use PMS to induce behavioural change’,  


*The Corporate Law Teachers Association Annual Conference* (Canberra, Australia, 2013).

Dormer R J, ‘Whanau Ora and the Collaborative Turn’,  

Fowler C J, Cordery C J, ‘Shifting accountability within education delivery: lessons from the past’,  


Houque M N, Monem R, ‘Bonding Theory, IFRS Adoption and Audit Fees-Evidence from New Zealand’,  


*Management Accounting Conference, 4-5 November* (Queenstown, New Zealand, 2013), pp. 1-17.


Unpublished Conference Papers


Dormer R J, 'Public Sector Performance in a Time of Flux', *New Zealand Management Accounting Conference* (Queenstown, 4-5 November 2013).


**Reports**

Cordery C J, Baskerville R F, “Cash, sinkholes and sources: How are community sport and recreation organisations funded and what are the implications for their future viability?: Research report 1 Golf” for Sport New Zealand (Wellington, 2012), 54pp.


**Looseleaf Treatises and Commentaries**


Theses

MCA

Balfoort F C, 'Researching corruption in Asia: the accountant and “five blind men”'. 2012.

ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

Chapters


Articles


Keefe M O, ‘Does the effect of revealed private information on initial public offering (IPO) first trading day return differ by IPO market heat?’, Accounting and Finance (2013), pp. 1-44. DOI: 10.1111/acfi.12015.


Unpublished Conference Papers


GOVERNMENT

Edited Collections


**Chapters**


**Articles**


Hassall G H, ‘Who is Leading the Pacific, as a Region?’, *Canterbury Law Review. Special Issue: Regional Integration and Identity in Europe and the Pacific*, 18 (2013).


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Eppel E A, ‘Implementing New Zealand’s “Better Public Services” – why complexity thinking is needed’, *17th International Research Society for Public Management (IRSPM)* (Prague, Czech Republic, 10–12 April 2013).
Eppel E A, Lips M, 'Innovation in the New Zealand Public Sector through political leadership, strategic vision and collaborative governance', *17th International Research Society for Public Management (IRSPM)* (Prague, Czech Republic, 10-12 April 2013).


Lofgren K M, 'E-government as policy domain', *NZ Political Science Association Conference* (Christchurch, 2-3 December 2013).

Lofgren K M, 'E-government as policy domain', *European Group of Public Administration Conference* (Glasgow, UK, 9-11 September 2013).


**Reports**


**Theses**

**PhD**


### INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

#### Books

#### Edited Collections

#### Chapters

#### Articles


Other Academic Publications


**Published Conference Papers**


Unpublished Conference Papers

Alsalmi J, Liew C L, Chawner B L, 'The influence of contextual factors on the adoption and development of Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETD) programmes in the Arab Gulf States', 16th International Symposium on Electronic Theses and Dissertations, Hong Kong 23-26 (September 2013).


Shep S J, ‘From Scotland to Tasmania and back again: The Peregrinations of George Rolwegan, Bookbinder’, Travel, Topography and the Book Trade, Print Networks, Chichester, UK, July 2013, University of Chichester (July 2013).


Theses

PhD


MANAGEMENT

Edited Collections


Chapters


Yeoman I S, 'Tomorrow's tourist and the case study of New Zealand', in Future Tourism: Political, social and economic challenges, edited by James Leigh, Craig Webster and Stanislav Ivanov (Oxon, United Kingdom, Routledge, 2013), pp. 161-188.


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Plimmer G N, Teo S, ‘Does Workplace Aggression in the Public Sector Indicate Low Organisational Capability?’, in Managing to Make a Difference (Liverpool, United Kingdom, British Academy of Management, 2013).

Sheffield J, Structuring Electronic Discourse for Inter-Organisational Decision Making (Wellington, New Zealand, School of Management, Victoria University of Wellington, 2013), 01/13, 19pp.

Published Conference Papers


**Unpublished Conference Papers**

Albrecht J N, 'Tourism development led by the Third Sector - Impacts on a peripheral rural community', *BEST EN Think Tank 2013 Engaging Communities in Sustainable Tourism Development, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 23-26 June 2013* (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, June 2013).


**Reports**


**Theses**

PhD


Wilson S E, 'Thinking differently about leadership: a critical history of the form and formation of leadership studies'. 2013.

MCA


MTM


Wolf N, 'A Scenario Analysis of the 2030 German Spa and Tourism'. 2013.

MARKETING AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Conference Paper in Published Proceedings


Liu A H, Gao H, ‘Relational Risks for Guanxi Boundary Spanners in Chinese-Foreign Business Interactions’, Academy of Marketing Science (AMS) 16th World Marketing Congress, 17-20 July, Monash University, Department of Marketing, Melbourne VIC. (Melbourne VIC, Department of Marketing, Monash University, 2013), XVI.


Yu Y, ‘MNCs’ legitimacy from the evaluators’ perspective – A case of Chinese firms meeting local resistance in New Zealand’, China Marketing International Conference, July 2013, China Mining University Campus, Xuzhou, China (Xuzhou China, 2013).


Unpublished Conference Papers

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

EDUCATION FACULTY OFFICE

Books


Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Reports

Published Conference Papers


Unpublished Conference Papers


Balandin S A, 'Confidentiality: can we keep our promise?', *AGOSCI 11th Biennial National Conference* (Sydney, May 2013).


EDUCATION POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION

Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


**Reports**


**Published Conference Paper**


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**

Anderson D M, ‘Leading change in primary science: experiences of Primary Science Teacher Fellows who have raised the profile of science in their schools’, The 44th Annual Australasian Science Education Research Association Conference (Wellington, July 2013).

Anderson D M, ‘Teaching primary science effectively: What does it help to know?’, Teachers’ Refresher Course Committee Primary Science Conference (Auckland, April 2013).


Bowell I E, ‘Cowboy hats and tornadoes: learning from each other’, The Elwyn Richardson Symposium: Revisiting the Early World (Auckland, July 2013).

Cornforth S C, ‘Dialoguing climate change across the disciplines in higher education’, 8th International Conference on Interdisciplinary Social Sciences (Prague, July 2013).


Sheehan M, 'Learning to think critically through internally assessed course work', National Association of Secondary Deputy and Assistant Principals (Queenstown, August 2013).

Sheehan M, 'What does it mean to think historically and why does it matter?', New Zealand Historical Association Biennial Conference (Dunedin, November 2013).

Stevens K J, 'How classroom teachers help construct professional reality for pre-service teachers', 6th International Conference on Teacher Education (Jerusalem, July 2013).


Taylor R M, Wood B E, Clark E, 'What's the risk? The social action requirement of the social inquiry process', Social Sciences Conference Aotearoa New Zealand (Hamilton, July 2013).


Te One S J, 'Global interpretations of crisis: beyond the rhetoric?', Children in Crisis Conference (Hamilton, October 2013).


Terreni L G, 'Beyond the fire station: Investigating early childhood access to and use of art museums and galleries in Aotearoa New Zealand', Napier Kindergarten Association’s Teachers’ Conference (Napier, September 2013).

Terreni L G, 'Beyond the fire station: investigating early childhood access to and use of art museums and galleries in Aotearoa New Zealand', The 5th International Art in Early Childhood Conference (Nicosia, June 2013).

Terreni L G, 'Fostering young children's (and their teachers') creative spirit through the arts', Napier Kindergarten Association’s Teachers’ Conference (Napier, September 2013).


Terreni L G, 'Kia tipu te wairua toi: fostering the creative spirit', The 5th International Art in Early Childhood Conference (Nicosia, June 2013).

Thornton K R, 'From teaching to mentoring: what needs to change?', Mentoring – the way forward: Teachers’ Refresher Course Committee Conference (Napier, April 2013).


Thornton K R, 'Mentors as educational leaders and change agents: enablers and barriers', Avenues to new teacher excellence: 15th National Symposium on Teacher Induction (San Jose, February 2013).


Theses

PhD

Christmas G L, ‘”It’s a ... does it matter?” Theorising "boy or girl" binary classifications, intersexuality and medical practice in New Zealand’. 2013.

MA


MEd


Broadbent L J, ‘Investigation into the decision making process of boards of trustees relating to the suspension, exclusion and expulsion of students in New Zealand schools’. 2013.


EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY

Books


Edited collections


Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Conference Poster Presentations


Unpublished Conference Papers


Haggerty M A, ‘Using video to investigate the multimodality of young children’s ways of experiencing and learning about the world: Examining the tensions between pedagogical insights and ethical issues’, IVMC3 International Visual Methods Conference (Wellington, September 2013).


Muralidharan V, ‘Systemic synchronisation of expectations and practices in training teachers’, South African Association for Learning and Educational Differences (Johannesburg, July 2013).


Reports


Theses
PhD


MEd


Stanyon C E, ‘Journeys into teaching: pathways created by overseas-trained teachers into a career secondary school teaching in New Zealand’ 2013.


TE KURA MĀORI
Books
Walker K, Sanga K, Daily prayer: a platform for Oceania leaders (Saskatoon, Turning Point Global, 2013), 280pp.

Edited Collections

Chapters
**Articles**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


**Reports**


**Theses**

PhD


MEd
Benge A R, 'Does inquiry-based learning provide an approach for employing culturally relevant pedagogy in a primary school classroom?'. 2013.


**Articles**


*Other Academic Publications*


*Published Conference Papers*


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


**Theses**

**PhD**


Setayeshbaragh M, 'Particle swarm optimisation for edge detection in noisy images'. 2013.

**MEng**


Kivell D, 'Microstructural control of ZnO films deposited by RF magnetron sputtering for ultrasound transducers'. 2013.

Thomson D J O, 'Hybrid Control of a Segway Platform Developed in MRDS' 2013.

Xia D, 'Experimental Study on the Performance of Rate Adaptation Algorithm in IEEE 802.11g Networks' 2013.

**MSc**

Atkins D L, 'Modern Concurrency Techniques: an Exploration' 2013.


Rajendran A S, 'Determining the viability of the use of magneto-rheological fluid in a low cost stroke rehabilitation device' 2013.
FACULTY OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

ART HISTORY, CLASSICS AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Scholarly Editions

Edited Collections


Chapters


**Articles**


Other Academic Publications


### Dramatic and Literary texts


### Invited Lecture in Named Series


### Published Conference Papers


### Unpublished Conference Papers


Maskill D W, ‘Louis Tocqué (1696–1772): a portrait painter at the Louvre’, The Louvre before the Louvre, The Wallace Collection in collaboration with the Faculty of History of the University of Oxford (July 2013).


**Exhibition/Curatorial Exercises**

Barton C J (Curator), Beautiful Creatures: Jack Smith, Bill Henson, Jacqueline Fraser (Wellington, Adam Art Gallery, Victoria University of Wellington, 3 May – 7 July, 2013).

Barton C J (Curator), Paul Johns: Mum, a commissioned installation for All There Is Left (Wellington, Adam Art Gallery, Victoria University of Wellington, 21 July – 29 September, 2013).

Barton C J (Curator), Peter Robinson: Cuts and Junctures (Wellington, Adam Art Gallery, Victoria University of Wellington, 12 October – 20 December, 2013).

Maskill D W (Curator), State of the art: reproductive prints from the Renaissance to now (Wellington, Adam Art Gallery, Victoria University of Wellington, October – December, 2013).
**Theses**

**PhD**


**MA**

Casbolt J, ‘Two is company, Three is a crowd : An analysis of the relationships between Herakles, Hera & Zeus in Apollodoros’ Bibliothèque’. 2013.


**ENGLISH, FILM, THEATRE AND MEDIA STUDIES**

**Books**


Walls K M, *God’s only daughter: Spenser’s Una as the invisible Church* (Manchester, Manchester University Press, 2013).

**Edited Collections**


Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


**Published Conference Papers**

Evans A M, ‘Li Yuru and Female Role Innovation’, *Continuity, Creativity & Life: Li Yuru and the Jingju Innovation in the Second Half of the Twentieth Century*, edited by Dr. Li Ruru (Senior Lecturer, Chinese at University of Leeds); Tian Zhiping (Beijing, Culture and Arts Publishing House, 2012), pp. 173-178.


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Leotta A, ‘Wellington and Auckland as Australasian Media Cities’ (with Prof. Tom O’Regan), in Australian Media Traditions, University of Queensland, 25–26 November (Brisbane, 2013).

Performances


Evans A M, (Adapter, Director), Madam X and Mister Q (Wellington, VUW Studio 77, 2013 NZ Fringe Festival, 21 Feb – 2 Mar).


Theses

PhD


Ryan R D, ‘Cope & Marsh; &, Making the Past Present and Bringing the Famous Dead to Life: An investigation into how Margaret Atwood and Peter Carey engage with history’. 2013.


MA


HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, POLITICAL SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Books

Scholarly Editions

Edited Collections

Chapters


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Bandyopadhyay S, ‘Partition, displacement and the decline of the Scheduled Caste movement in West Bengal’, *Conference on ‘Caste in India’* (Oslo, September 2013).


Fraenkel J M, 'Paradoxes of Foreign Policy Towards Fiji', 'State of the Pacific' Conference, State, Society and Governance in Melanesia Program (Canberra, June 2013).


Hunter K M, 'More than a Brother, the Finest of Men: Men's Writing about Themselves and Others during WWI', Stout Research Centre Conference Re-thinking War (Wellington, November 2013).


Keller S T, 'Is Love a Mistake?', Australasian Association of Philosophy Conference (Brisbane, July 2013).


Macdonald C J, 'If thine enemy hunger, feed him': Henare Taratoa’s code of honourable combat and colonial modernity, Honour and Humanity Conference (Sydney, December 2013).

Macdonald C J, 'No Maoris, No Tour': questioning race and responsibility in 1959-60, New Zealand Historical Association Conference (Dunedin, November 2013).

Macdonald C J, 'The Face on the Wall: Mrs Humphrey Devereux as object, as art, as family', Colonial Objects Conference (Dunedin, February 2013).

Marquez X I, 'A Model of Cults of Personality', American Political Science Meeting (Chicago, August 2013).


Muckle A G, "Cogs" of colonial rule: the gendarme and the administrative chief in New Caledonia, c.1880-1960, Cooperation under the Premise of Imperialism (Bern, June 2013).

Perszyk K J, 'Divine Infinity and Personhood', The Infinity of God Conference (Bochum, Germany, August 2013).

Snyder G F, 'Humanizing Blackness'/Fixing Whiteness': Towards a Typology of Rhetorical Approaches to Promoting Cross-Racial Solidarity, American Political Science Association Conference (Chicago, August 2013).


Vowles J, 'Down, Down, Down: Turnout in New Zealand from 1946 to the 2011 Election', Annual Conference of the New Zealand Political Studies Association (Wellington, November 2012).


Theses

PhD


MA

Bennett C J, ‘Now the war is over, we have something else to worry us’: New Zealand children’s responses to crises, 1914-1918. 2012.


Chadwick M G, ‘Defence reform in Bosnia and Herzegovina: a case study into the role of ethnicity within the armed forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina’. 2012.


Horwood M A, ‘Health in the name of justice: does justice require a right to health’. 2012.


Kwant S M, ‘Temporary migration as a development tool?: the potential of Pacific seasonal workers to meet New Zealand and Australia’s development goals for the Pacific Islands’. 2012.


Young J M, 'Politicians responses during a scandal: assessing the impact on media coverage'. 2012.

Zhang L, 'Cross-strait economic interdependence and the prospects for peace between mainland China and Taiwan'. 2012.

**LANGUAGES AND CULTURES**

**Books**


**Edited Collections**


**Translated Books**


**Other Translated Publications**


Chapters


King E L, ‘’Burogu sadankai Nihon no shôjo manga, koko ga omoshiroi!’ (Blog Symposium on Japanese Shôjo Manga This is Fascinating!)’, in Shôjo Manga Wonderland, edited by Kan Satoko, Dollase Tsuchiya Hiromi and Takeuchi Kayo (Meijishoin, 2012).


Articles


Other Academic Publications


**Published Conference Papers**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


King E L, ‘Bibbidi-bobbidi-boo! Dressing the Mahô Shôjo and the Magical Woman in CLAMP’s manga’, Women’s Manga in Asia: Glocalizing Different Cultures and Identities, University of Sydney (January 23-25 2013).


King E L, ‘Kimono Princesses - Reclaiming Japan’s ‘traditional’ clothing’, Textile, Dress and Decoration in Asia: Gender, Culture and Economic History (Hobart, Tasmania, December 2012).


**Theses**

PhD


MA


LINGUISTICS AND APPLIED LANGUAGE STUDIES

Books


Edited Collections


Chapters


**Articles**


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Conference Poster Presentations


Yeoh J, ‘Email in the workplace: is it all about work?’, ALANZ and ALAA Conference (Wellington, November 2013).

Unpublished Conference Papers


Boers F, ‘Fluency gains through repeated narratives: Does the shrinking time window of the 4–3–2 activity make a difference?’, ALANZ/ALAA Conference (Wellington, November 2013).


Boers F, Eyckmans J, Lindstromberg S, ‘Gauging the memorability of alliteration and assonance in phrasal expressions’, Vocab @ Vic (December 2013).


Coxhead A J, ‘Are six new versions of the VST all created equal?’, Vocab@Vic (Wellington, New Zealand, December 2013).

Coxhead A J, ‘How big is your vocabulary?’, IATEFL (Liverpool, April 2013).


Coxhead A J, ‘What can vocabulary size and load research offer teachers?’, CANTESOL (Christchurch, June 2013).

Coxhead A J, ‘What is the vocabulary load of TED Talks?’, Usage Based Perspectives on Second Language Learning (Odense, April 2013).

Elgort I, ‘L2 vocabulary learning at different proficiencies: Do the rich really get richer?’, Vocab @ Vic (Wellington, New Zealand, December 2013).


Graham R, ‘Worse than the Kaiser’, Rethinking war: is there anything new that can be said about the First World War? (Wellington, New Zealand, November 2013).


Holmes J, ‘Humour in the workplace: is gender relevant?’, Northern Sydney Region Primary Principals’ Conference (Sydney, June 2013).

Holmes J, ‘Negotiating intercultural interaction in the workplace’, Language and Intercultural Communication in the Workplace: Critical Approaches to Theory and Practice (Hong Kong, November-December 2013).


Hui S Y, Ho K, Li V, Martyn E, Ng C, ‘Designing English courses for engineers: Challenges and opportunities’, ELC Symposium (Hong Kong, June 2013).


Kidner K D, ‘It’s Something We’ve Been Targeted With’: Agency (Deletion) in Environmental Debates’, Linguistics Society of New Zealand Conference (Christchurch, November 2013).

Kidner K D, ‘So you ARE a terrorist!: Mini-performances and the implications for multimodal research’, NZ Discourse Conference (Auckland, New Zealand, December 2013).


Mirvahedi S H, ‘Can Discourse Be Planned? The role of a local channel and linguistic landscape in formation of ideologies in Tabriz, Iran’, *New Zealand Discourse Conference* (Auckland, New Zealand, December 2013).


Newton J, 'Learning to crawl, learning to run: The journey to L2 Fluency', iCELL Conference (Kuala Lumpur, November 2013).

Newton J, 'Running away with words: Teaching to meet fluency goals', iELT Con 2013 (Penang, April 2013).


Parkinson J, 'How to avoid sports injuries on your island holiday: An investigation of noun-noun phrases in a corpus of learner writing', 3rd combined ALANZ and ALAA Conference (Wellington, November 2013).

Pearce E H, 'Left periphery activation in M`ori', Ninth International Conference on Oceanic Linguistics (COOL9) (Newcastle, NSW, February 2013).


Quero Bastidas B C, 'Lexical text coverage of medical texts written in English', Vocab@Vic (Wellington, New Zealand, December 2013).


Siyanova A, 'Quality and quantity of learner collocation: A longitudinal perspective', Vocab@Vic (Wellington, New Zealand, December 2013).


Siyanova A, Caffarra S, Pesciarelli F, Vespignani F, Cacciari C, 'The role of the word ending during the processing of gender agreement in Italian', Initial Training Network on Language, Cognition and Gender (ITN-LCG) final Conference (Bern, Switzerland, June 2013).

Siyanova A, Pesciarelli F, Cacciari C, 'Electrophysiological evidence for the activation of gender stereotypes during language processing', Initial Training Network on Language, Cognition and Gender (ITN-LCG) final Conference (Bern, Switzerland, June 2013).
Siyanova A, Spina S, 'How good are native speakers, advanced and intermediate learners in their judgments of collocation frequency?', _ALANZ & ALAA Conference_ (Wellington, New Zealand, November 2013).


Strong B P, 'Methods of learning phrasal verbs: A cognitive linguistics approach', _Vocab@Vic_ (Wellington, New Zealand, December 2013).


Vine E W, 'Category ambiguous words compared across three types of corpora', _American Association for Corpus Linguistics_ (San Diego, January 2013).

Vine E W, 'Did you know that that is that word that I analysed?', _ALANZ & ALAA Conference_ (Wellington, New Zealand, November 2013).

Vine E W, 'Negotiating decisions: Rugby referee talk on the field', _13th Language and Society Conference_ (Auckland, November 2012).


White R H, 'The developing literate lexicon in L1 secondary school academic writing', _Vocab@Vic_ (Wellington, New Zealand, December 2013).

Whitty L L, 'What is a quasi-modal and why does it matter in English language teaching?', _ALANZ Regional Seminar_ (Hamilton, September 2013).


Wulyani A N, 'Experiencing the Four Strands', _60th TEFLIN International Conference_ (Jakarta, Indonesia, August 2013).

**Theses**

**PhD**


Kusmierczyk E, 'The only problem is finding a job": multimodal analysis of job interviews in New Zealand'. 2013.

Lazzaro Salazar M V, 'Investigating nurses' professional identity construction in two health settings in New Zealand'. 2013.


Tarasova E, ‘Some new insights into the semantics of English N+N compounds’. 2013.

MAORI STUDIES (TE KAWA A MĀUI)

Chapters


Articles


Unpublished Conference Papers


Higgins R, Rewi P, ‘He Hua tō te Reo: he tāmate tō te taonga’, Ngā Pae O Te Māramatanga Research Symposium (Rotorua, November 2012).


Higgins R, Rewi P, ‘To Value a Language is to Empower’, The Tuia Te Ako Conference (Otaki, NZ, April 2013).


**Films**


**MUSIC**

**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


Unpublished Conference Papers


Diettrich B E, ‘From the Archive to the Classroom: Listening and Learning Experiences with Recorded Voices in the Pacific’, Joint Conference of the Musicological Society of Australia and the New Zealand Musicological Society (Brisbane, November 2013).


van Rij I, ‘With the ear the eye: Perspectives on Berlioz’s Symphonie fantastique’, Fermata Seminar (Auckland, March 2013).

Performances


Ansell G R, Beilman D C, Gjelsten R P, Pohl H, (New Zealand String Quartet), Public performances and a recording of new material by NZ composers (Michael Norris, David Downs, Jack Body, Dylan Lardelli, Tabea Squire) and Chinese composers (Gao Ping, Gao Weije) ’Tales from the Forbidden City’ (China, Beijing, 2–17 Dec, 2013).


Ansell G R, Irons D A, (Viola and Piano), Brahms sonatas for Viola and Piano, Op 120 no 1 in F minor and no 2 in E flat major (Wellington, St Andrews on the Terrace, 2013).


**Recordings**


**Compositions**


Psathas J, ‘Between Zero and One’, Strike Percussion Ensemble (September 7-8; October 12, Christchurch Arts Festival; Nelson Arts Festival, 2013).


Psathas J, 'My Love Awakes' (March 10, Maurice Gusman Concert Hall, 2013).

Psathas J, 'One Study One Summary', Jeff Barudin (October 24, University of Michigan, 2013).


Psathas J, 'Saxon', Pelorus Trust Brass Band (May 18, St Andrew's Church, Wellington, 2013).


Psathas J, 'Tarantismo (piano trio)', Wellington Youth Orchestra; Te Koki Trio (May 11, May 19, Wellington Town Hall and Memorial Hall, Wellington and Waikanae, 2013).


Psathas J, 'Ukiyo', Percussion Ensemble of the Escola Superior de Música de Lisboa; Pedro Carneiro and Nancy Zeltsman (June 2 and July 5, Lisbon Portugal; Arcata Playhouse, Lawrence University, Appleton, Wisconsin, Lisbon, 2013).

Psathas J, 'Waiting for the Aeroplane', Malanie Lina (November 15, 17, St Andrew's Church, Wellington and Cambridge, 2013).


Psathas J, Tankian S, 'Elect the Dead Symphony' (September 2-28, Ukrainia Hall, Kosmos Hall, DK Zheledendoroshnik, Philharmony Hall, Crocus City Hall, Kiev; Yekaterinburg, Novosibirsk, Krasnoyarsk, Moscow, St Petersburg, 2013).

Exhibition/Curatorial Exercises


McKinnon D C (Concert Curator), Wound Sound (Wellington, City Gallery, Adam Auditorium, 2013), Concert.

Theses

PhD


MMA


MMus


NURSING, MIDWIFERY AND HEALTH

Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Conference Poster Presentations


Darlington A, Long-Sutehall T, Addington-Hall J, Richardson A, Coombs M A 'A national survey exploring views and experience of health professionals about transferring patients from critical care home to die', *European Association of Palliative Care* (Prague 2013).


Unpublished Conference Papers


Coombs M A, 'Working with those left behind', *38th Australia and New Zealand Annual Scientific Meeting* (Hobart, October 2013).

Jutel A, 'From Theory to Practice: The Sociology of Diagnosis', *ESRC Sociology of Diagnosis seminar series*.


Coombs M A, 'Can families really decide?', *38th Australia and New Zealand Annual Scientific Meeting* (Hobart, October 2013).


Reports

### Theses

**PhD**


**MN**


### SOCIAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES

#### Books


#### Edited Collections


#### Chapters


#### Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**

Bradley T, 'Licensing and private security in New Zealand', *ANZSOC* (Auckland, November 2012).

Bradley T, 'Licensing contract private security: What can it tell us about the security industry?', *British Society of Criminology Conference* (Wolverhampton, July 2013).


Bradley T, 'What does licensing it tell us about private security?', *ANZSOC Revisited* (Wellington, June 2013).


Jordan J, ‘Do we still need a feminist analysis of rape?’, Women’s Studies Association Conference (Wellington, April 2013).


Pratt J D, ‘How to explain Nordic ‘difference’?’, Workshop on International Comparative Research (Fremantle, January 2013).


Pratt J D, ‘Penal populism and why a society like New Zealand got such a bad dose of it’, International Perspectives on Prison Populations (Fremantle, January 2013).

Pratt J D, Eriksson A, 'Author(s) meets critics', *Crime Justice & Social Democracy Conference* (Brisbane, July 2013).


**Reports**


**Theses**

PhD


MA


Bell L J M, 'The disrupted and realigned self: exploring the narratives of New Zealanders with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome/Myalgic Encephalomyelitis'. 2013.

Chan S M, 'Negotiating Gender and Police Culture: Exploring the Barriers to Retention and Progression of Female Police Officers in New Zealand'. 2013.

Gledhill C F, 'Same sex relations, state crime and resistance'. 2013.

Haynes E M, 'Game Balance: Designed structure and consumer agency in an online game'. 2013.


**VA’AOMANU PASIFIKĀ**

**Chapters**

Articles


Other Academic Publications

Unpublished Conference Papers

Dramatic and Literary Texts

Theses
PhD

MA
FACULTY OF LAW

LAW

Books


Monographs


Edited Collections


Chapters


Butler P, 'Everyone talks about Globalisation— except the Contract Law Community', in Festschrift für Professor Ruesmann (Germany, Juris Verlag, 2013), pp. 697-710.


**Articles**


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Unpublished Conference Papers


Butler P, ‘It Takes Two to Tango – Have they Learned their Steps’, *Unearthing New Zealand’s Constitutional Traditions* (Wellington, August 2013).


Frankel S R, ‘Relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and Other WTO Agreements’, *Symposium of the International Economic Law Interest Group (IELIG) of the Australian and New Zealand Society of International Law (ANZSIL)* (Melbourne, March 2013).


Lewis M K, 'TPP and RCEP (ASEAN + 6) as Competing Models for Asian Integration', *Asia’s Plurilateral Trade Agreements: TPP, ASEAN and Beyond* (Taipei, June 2013).

Marten B J, 'Paying for the clean-up beyond salvage and recovery: who is liable?', *Coastal Emergencies Conference* (Wellington, May 2013).


McDonald E, 'Chair Session 5', *Criminal Evidence and Procedure Workshop, Melbourne Law School* (Melbourne, February 2013).


McDonald E, 'Motivation as mitigation? Hate crimes and the killing of gay men', *JustSpeak Forum* (Wellington, September 2013).


McDonald E, 'The Legal Status of Transsexual and Transgender Persons in Aotearoa New Zealand', *The Legal Status of Transsexual and Transgender Persons “How Legal Systems Manage and Mismanage Sex and Gender Diversity”* (Hong Kong, September 2013).


Morris G H, 'A history of mediation in New Zealand’s legal system', *People, Power and Place* (Dunedin, November 2013).

Prebble J, 'It is not inevitable that there will be a move away from direct taxes to indirect taxes over the next 25 years', *IFA 2013 Copenhagen Congress Jubilee Seminar G* (Copenhagen, August 2013).


Sawyer C A, 'What shall we tell the children?', *Society of Legal Scholars’ Conference* (Edinburgh, September 2013).


Tokeley K, ‘It’s for your own good: Legal Paternalism and New Zealand Consumer Credit Laws’, *Consumer Credit Symposium, University of Queensland* (Brisbane, July 2013).


### Reports


### Theses

**PhD**


**LLM**


Jones D J, ‘Whakapapa membership and post settlement governance entities: the erosion of whakapapa as the heart of Māori institutions?’. 2013
FACULTY OF SCIENCE

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Conference Poster Presentations


Richter I, Fidler A E, ‘Functionally significant polymorphisms in tunicate xenobiotic receptors’, International Chemical Ecology Conference (Melbourne, Australia, August 2013).


Unpublished Conference Papers


Charles K E, Silva C N, 'Beyond plants in the ground: creating opportunities and wider linkages from a habitat restoration project', International Congress for Conservation Biology (Baltimore, USA, July 2013).


Gibbin E M, Putnam H M, Davy S K, Gates R D, 'Symbiodinium mediates host cells’ ability to buffer changes in external pH in Pocillopora damicornis', Australian Coral reef Society, Annual Conference (Sydney, August 2013).


**Theses**

**PhD**


Atan E H, ‘Molecular approaches to tissue transplantation and transfusion medicine in Maori and Polynesian in New Zealand’. 2013.


Menzies I J, 'Do foliar anthocyanin pigments in horopito (Pseudowintera colorata) function as visual signals to deter insect herbivores?'. 2013.

Mester B, 'The intraovarian cellular origins of GDF9 and BMP15 in the mouse and aspects of their biological properties'. 2013.

Miller C H, 'Seleno-amino acids a novel class of anti-tuberculosis compounds identified through modified culture screening conditions'. 2013.


Swain C L, 'Investigation into the environmental survival of Neisseria meningitidis'. 2013.

Varela A I N, 'Population genetics of the teleost orange roughy, Hoplostethus atlanticus, and insights into their visual adaptations to the deep-sea environment'. 2013.


MBmedSc


Jones D A, 'Development of a system to probe the differential production of eIF4A from the paralogous genes TIF1 and TIF2 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae'. 2013.

MClInRes


MSc


Anton Valades V, 'Seedling survival in forest re-vegetation sites within Wellington Peninsula'. 2013.


Lane H S, ‘Characterisation of the mitochondrial genome and the population genetics of Polyprion oxygeneios (hapuku) from around New Zealand’. 2013.

Oliver M G, ‘Reproductive ecology, condition, and the physical environment of a temperate protogynous hermaphrodite at a small spatial scale’. 2013.

**CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES**

**Chapters**


**Articles**


Munro N, Green D W, McGrath K M, 'In situ continuous growth formation of synthetic biomimerals', *Chemical Communications*, 49 (2013), pp. 3407-3409.


Rybicki D, Meissner T, Williams G V M, Chong S V, Lux M, Haase J, 'As NMR study of overdoped CeFeAsO$_{0.8}$F$_{0.2}$', *Journal of Physics*, 25, 31 (2013), pp. 315701-1.


**Other Academic Publications**


Halton B, 'Some unrememmed chemists: John Mercer FRS, FCS, MPhS the industrialist, the chemist and the man Part II', *Chemistry in New Zealand*, 77, 2, April (2013), pp. 57-58.


Published Conference Papers


Conference Poster Presentations


Sambale S, Williams G V M, Stephens J, Chong S V, ‘Magnetic and electronic properties of FeSr$_2$YCu$_2$O$_{6+x}$’, AMN6 The Sixth International Conference on Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology (Auckland, February 2013).

Unpublished Conference Papers


Munro N, McGrath K M, ‘Synthetic nacre by self-assembly’, 17th International Conference on Composite Structures (ICCS17) (Porto, June 2013).


Priestley R K, ”Mad on Radium: medical radiation in early 20th century New Zealand”, NZ Branch of the Australia and New Zealand Society of Nuclear Medicine annual scientific meeting; NZ Institute of Medical Radiation Technology annual meeting (Palmerston North; Hamilton, Sept 21; August 30 – Sept 1 2013).


Theses

PhD


Dixie L C, ‘Samarium doped alkaline earth halides as red emitting scintillators and phosphors.’ 2013.


MSc


Samarasinghe I, ‘Some uptake studies of metal ions and the formation of Cu2O particles in wool.’ 2013.


Books


Edited Collections


Chapters


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Reports**


**Published Conference Papers**


### Conference Poster Presentations


### Unpublished Conference Papers


### Theses


Marr J P, 'Planktic foraminiferal proxy development and application to paleoceanographic change in the Southwest Pacific Ocean'. 2013.

Maxwell D H, 'A rainfall-runoff model for the highly regulated Lake Taupo catchment, using a constrained Ensemble Kalman Filter to improve the accuracy and reliability of model output'. 2013.


Nguyen V D, 'Muong Livelihoods and the Role of Education in Their Development: A case study of a Muong community in Cam Thuy District, Thanh Hoa Province, Vietnam'. 2013.


Storkey C A, 'Climate Change in the Southern Ocean During the Middle Eocene to Early Oligocene: A Palynological Perspective'. 2013.


**MDev**


James E K, "You can never be on one side alone": Some Young Somali-Kiwi Women's Narratives about Identity, Resettlement and Community Development in Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand'. 2013.


Openko V, 'The impact of changes to the New Zealand aid policy on non-governmental organisations'. 2013.

Park D D, 'The Vaue of Large Scale Tourism in Samoa'. 2013.

Plant M D, 'Place-making in the Pacific: Can Geographical Indications Support the Sustainable Development of the Nonu Industry in Samoa?'. 2013.


MEnvSt

Boyles A D, 'The functioning and politics of the solar PV technological innovation system in New Zealand: A mixed methods study.' 2013.

Cretney R M, 'Ongoing Community Resilience from the Ground Up: A Relational Place Based Approach to Grassroots Community Resilience.' 2013.


Guerrero L A, 'Analysing the Governance Structure of the Yasuni ITT Initiative: What are the potential governance challenges that the Yasuni ITT initiative faces and how are they likely to influence its overall success?'. 2013.

Moon E, 'Neoliberalism, political action on climate change and the youth of Aotearoa New Zealand: a space for radical activism.' 2013.

Oum S, 'Keeping ahead of floods and droughts: a case study of Sdau Kaong Commune, Cambodia.' 2013.

Speedy B J, 'Seizing the opportunity?: how sustainable urban design will feature in the redevelopment of the central city of Christchurch to reduce CO2 emissions from land transport.' 2013.

MSc


Hall L C, 'Seismic Structure Beneath the Wellington Region from Receiver Functions.' 2013.


Kees L J, 'Assessment of a snow storage gradient across a maritime mountain environment; a ground penetrating radar investigation.' 2013.

Ries W F, 'Location of Active Faults using Geomorphic Indices in Eroded Landscapes, South Taranaki, New Zealand.' 2013.

MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH

Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


**Theses**

**PhD**


Friggens D N, 'On The Use of Model Checking for the Bounded and Unbounded Verification of Nonblocking Concurrent Data Structures'. 2013.


**MA**


**MSc**


Frouzesh F, 'Optimation of likelihood for Bernoulli mixture models'. 2013.


**PSYCHOLOGY**

**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


**Theses**

**PhD**


Murphy R T, ‘(De)constructing ‘body love’ discourses in young women’s magazines’. 2013.

Tok P S L, 'Inner speech use in autism'. 2013.

MSc
INSTITUTES AND CENTRES

CENTRE FOR ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT

Edited collections

Chapters


Articles


Published Conference Papers

Conference Poster Presentations
Pawlyn J, 'How to meet the needs of people with Profound Intellectual and Multiple Disabilities: the PMLD network and Mencap approach', 48th Annual ASID Conference (Sydney, NSW, Australia, 6-8 November 2013 2013).

Unpublished Conference Papers


Reports


**INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MODERN LETTERS**

**Dramatic and Literary Texts - Books**


**Dramatic and Literary Texts – Other Formats**


Beautrais A J (Poet), 'No Time Like the ‘80s/No Future', *JAAM* 31 (2013), pp. 208-209.

Beautrais A J (Poet), 'This is a story about a man', *Hue & Cry*, 7 (2013), pp. 52-53.


Heath H L (Poet), 'Permeable bodies; Plastic brains', *JAAM* 31 (2013), pp. 234-235.

Heath H L (Poet), 'The objects of her desire [a found poem]', *Hue & Cry*, 7 (2013).


Orchard C (Poet), 'Poetry Masterclass at the Embassy Theatre; As if I should care', *4th Floor Journal*, November (2013).

**Articles**

**Unpublished Conference Papers**
Heath H L, ‘Resistance is Fertile’, What is the value of science in NZ? (Wellington, April 2013).

**Performances**
Duncum K P (Playwright), ‘Straight Man’ (60 min), The Drama Hour (Wellington, Radio New Zealand, 2013).
Duncum K P, (Writer), A Reading in Memory of Seamus Heaney (Wellington, Waitetata Press, Victoria University, 7 November, 2013).
Heath H L, (Writer), A Reading in Memory of Seamus Heaney (Wellington, Waitetata Press, Victoria University, 7 November, 2013).
Heath H L, (Poet), Poetry Reading (Wellington, Newtown Community Centre, 5 July, 2013).


**Theses**

**PhD**


Arathimos M, 'Fracture: the reception of the 'other' author in Aotearoa'. 2013.

Dahlberg T R M, 'Stories are the centre: the place of fiction in contemporary understandings and expressions of indigeneity'. 2013.


**MA**

Bach M G, 'Some of us eat the seeds'. 2013.


Brow H W, 'Give us this day: A memoir of family and exile'. 2013.


Cessford C F, 'The Honourable Member'. 2013.


Le Harivel A K, 'as oil is to water'. 2013.


Orchard C, 'cold water cure'. 2013.
Smith V R, 'the stone is a riddle'. 2013.

STOUT RESEARCH CENTRE

Edited Collections

Chapters

Articles
Other Academic Publications


Unpublished Conference Papers


Loveridge S L, ‘Being Truly British’: Anti-Germanism in New Zealand During the First World War as Mobilised Anti-Alienism’, *University of Waikato’s FASSgrad Conference* (Hamilton, October 2012).


Wevers L J, ‘Sarah Grand and rural readers’, *Print Culture Symposium* (Ball State University, Indiana, March 2013).

**Theses**

**PhD**


**MA**